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Table E: Links to Data Sets
Report Title Description Link

Algebra I Interim most current data - administered Spring 2021
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pVPqasOgOdFLFgIXgNVPzXXZQ

04vpf5g/view?usp=sharing

Biology Interim
most current data - administered Spring 2021

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LK6_FAAowr7ZWCRbw1VxWB9
HTaAqnVPX/view?usp=sharing

English I Interim
most current data - administered Spring 2021

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RrJokm9TB8oJD2QTk6ft0bCCDfc
jGoDx/view?usp=sharing

English II Interim
most current data - administered Spring 2021

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r4SWepyPUXH_QkBIopONP9kA
MeLO4ed4/view?usp=sharing

US History Interim
most current data - administered Spring 2021

https://drive.google.com/file/d/104yvfo0q88Q4ePWuopyqpg4UftY
B7nQi/view?usp=sharing

Middle School Benchmark Assessments Administered in STAAR tested subjects/grades in Spring 2021
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sZJwvEj-

mI4OSMHn53L68V4buv0RUbgI/view?usp=sharing

ISIP Reading and Math PK - 6 Summary data - Administered April 2021
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15Lxmq3zBgy1Px5bz63e2XXxoQZ

uzh0et/view?usp=sharing

Renaissance Longitudinal Data 1-5 Three years of data
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15uQJHhCeKUim14AUDO61DW0

6MPZT5-wy/view?usp=sharing
Kindergarten Readiness 19-20 data https://www.texaseducationinfo.org/ViewReport.aspx

2018-19 TAPR

https://rptsvr1.tea.texas.gov/cgi/sas/broker?_service=marykay&year4=2
019&year2=19&_debug=0&single=N&batch=N&app=PUBLIC&title=201
9+Texas+Academic+Performance+Reports&_program=perfrept.perfmas
t.sas&ptype=H&paper=N&level=district&search=district&namenum=warr
en&district=229904&prgopt=2019%2Ftapr%2Fpaper_tapr.sas

Table F: Data Reflections + Insights
Reflection Questions Reflections/Insights Potential Impact for SY22

The essential question for this phase is, "What is the data telling us?" Your team will review the latest available student data to identify both bright spots and areas to prioritize for improvement. The essential output for this step 
is your LEA's Summary of Data Bright Spots and Areas for Improvement in Student Performance. The insights gathered in this step will become a key input into your decision-making in Phase 3: Make Key Decisions.

1. Select a subset of available student data to help your team understand the current state of student performance in your LEA. See this document for additional guidance on choosing the highest leverage set of data for your 
particular LEA. 

2. Format the data set so that it can be easily broken down by campus, special populations, grade levels, subject areas, and ‘21 learning format (virtual, hybrid, in-person). Insert link(s) to relevant data in Table E: Links to Data 
Sets . 

3. Use the data to reflect on trends across your student population. Individually and then as a team, consider the guiding questions in Table F: Data Reflections + Insights. These prompts are meant as a starting place; be sure 
to capture relevant insights beyond these reflections questions as well.



Which groups of students have the 
highest/lowest absolute performance this 

academic year? Consider by campus, special 
populations, grade levels, subject areas, and 

‘20-21 learning format.

 5th Grade seems to be the highest performing across the district.   
2nd (WES hardest hit)/3rd Grade Math and Reading have grown 
but are still too low at both campuses.  Progress in SPED overall 
but needs more through inclusion.      I agree with your findings.  
What is happening with 5th, 6th, and 7th to create the noticible 

gains over other grade levels?

Warren Elementary will be under new leadership next year and 
will have the opportunity to hire new teachers.  The district will 
continue to train and support inclusion for Special Education 
students due to the positive results seen this year.  Redeveloping 
the RTI program to include behavior (RTIB) as a safety net to 
intervene with behavior before identifying for other programs. Will 
include social skills development and replacement behaviors by a 
behavior specialist and paras.

Which groups of students demonstrated the 
highest/lowest levels of growth this academic 

year?  

Special Education student are still behind. 2nd Grade rigor is 
lower.  *I want to talk more about what you're seeing with 2nd 

grade.

Data-driven systems used at Middle School, including student 
data-driven conferences, will be used at both elementary schools 
K-5.   2nd grade students entering 3rd next year will have gaps, 
but the 3rd grade team is exceptionally strong and will catch them 
up.

How much does the performance of each 
group of students differ from the LEAs 
average performance? The state's? 

SPED students continue to perform their peers in almost all 
areas.  We have seen huge gains this year with inclusion.  I 

wonder what led to such a high percentage of special education 
students in 6th grade?  What other data might we access to see 

current trends with student groups?  A pattern of significant 
performance gaps does not exist in "approaches" expectations, 

but is apparent in meets and exceeds.

Inclusion will continue to be strengthened.  District is 
implementing RTI and RTIB to prevent sped placements.  
Campus and district goals are now based on Meets and Exceeds 
rather than Approaches as the district works on transforming the 
culture of "approaches is good enough". 

How much does the performance of each 
group of students differ from their 

performance last year? 

2nd and 3rd Grade has had much more regression than most.  In 
addition, SPED students continue to struggle to overcome their 

learning gaps.   I'm wondering what led to the noticable 
regression in 2nd and 3rd grade.  What are your thoughts? 

Teacher turnover and learning loss in spring of 2020 has had an 
impact, especially in math.  District is converting to TEKS 
Resource System for curriculum.  ESC5 math specialist will come 
in to do an audit of math materials to see if additional are 
supplemental materials are needed, which can be purchased with 
ESSER funds. ESC5 math specialists will also be used for 
contracted services for ongoing training.

What does engagement data (attendance, 
assignment submission, etc) say about 

student experience/needs?

No concerns related to attendance.  Very few families had 
attendance issues.  Family engagement is low.  At home learning 
experiences do not result in conducive learning environments for 

our students. How might you address family engagement for 
those students who have a valid reason for continuing with 

remote instruction next year?

Expect no more than 8% of students to be remote next year. Can 
have counselors offer F2F and virtual workshops for parents, 
including parenting skills, dealing with peer pressure, etc.  
Consider "positive post cards" to improve family engagement. 

Other insights?

Overall Math Content struggled the most due to learning losses.  
It has been more difficult to recover essential learning that was 
missed in the Spring and Early Fall 2020.                  What 
strategies might the district implement to increase PK 
attendance?   What data could we access (beyond the 
Renaissance Longitudinal report) to gauge the effectiveness of K-
2 instruction?  The district tends to outperform the state in 
approaches, but only 6th and 7th grade do the same in meets 
and exceeds.   


